iServer Consultancy Services
Orbus consultants deliver projects across the globe, spanning multiple industries. We offer a number of
consultancy services tailored to customer needs, whether it’s helping to get a business transformation off the
ground, or assisting with the reporting and visualization outputs of mature programs.

Advisory and Strategy
Extract maximum value from your iServer investment with best-practice advice and
implementation guidance. In enterprise architecture, whether you’re adopting a new
use-case, facing configuration issues, or implementing a new framework and reference
model, strategy is king. Define and plan your business transformation by leveraging the
extensive knowledge and first-hand experience of Orbus consultants.

Content Conversion, Migration and Integration
Importing data, establishing integrations and migrating to new tools are all project that
present unique challenges, but you can overcome these hurdles with the support of our
consultants. The Orbus services team offer assistance on projects, including converting
and migrating inputs establishing ongoing integrations, metamodel mapping and data
advisory, configuration changes, content conversion (diagrams or raw data), imports, and
application connector development.

Implementation and Configuration
Tailor iServer configuration to support your organization’s needs and objectives. Whether
it’s for a new implementation, a specific project, or as a consequence of changing
requirements, you can leverage support for the entire iServer application and all
additional modules developed by Orbus Software.

Reporting and Visualization
Go beyond out-of-box analysis capabilities; create custom reporting and dashboards
across business intelligence platforms. If you need a set of bespoke, compelling userfriendly dashboards in Power BI that address a complex governance challenge.

Viewpoint Alignment and Development
Creating the right outcomes is crucial to both your enterprise architecture project and
your iServer investment. If you want to implement a new modeling aesthetic, create
advanced data-driven roadmaps, or simply ensure the diagrams you create in iServer tell
the right story, our consultants can offer support. Leveraging deep Visio development
expertise with a breadth of framework knowledge and experience, they’ll work with you
to deliver the right solution.

Training Courses
Our consulting team are more than just product experts. Our experience stretches across many common industry
standards and use-cases, and we bring unique insights into how these may be applied practically. To help your
team bridge the gap between theory and application, we provide a number of practical “hands-on” workshops.

BPMN in a Tool: From Theory to Practice
BPMN in a Tool: From Theory to Practice will give you all the necessary skills to apply
BPMN 2 in real life situations. This course from Orbus Software goes beyond a typical
theoretical approach; it involves a hands-on interpretation and application of BPMN,
within the context of an enterprise architecture tool – iServer.

TOGAF in a Tool: From Theory to Practice
TOGAF in a Tool: From Theory to Practice will give you all the necessary skills to apply
TOGAF in real life situations. TOGAF is the foremost enterprise architecture framework,
and this course, from Orbus Software, goes beyond a typical theoretical approach. It
involves a hands-on interpretation and application of TOGAF, within the context of an
enterprise architecture tool – iServer.

Implementing ArchiMate in iServer
Implementing ArchiMate in iServer provides a “quick-start” full day workshop, allowing
users to quickly connect ArchiMate theory and training with practical modeling in iServer.
Ultimately, the course is designed to ensure you’re comfortable implementing the
ArchiMate standard in iServer.

Implementing Roadmaps in iServer
The Implementing Roadmaps in iServer course provides man overview of iServer and its
use in creating architectural roadmaps for the various enterprise architecture domains.
You will learn how to overcome current enterprise architecture roadblocks and obstacles,
ensuring that the organization can move forward with its transformational initiatives.

Strategic Portfolio Management
This one-day course provides an overview of Orbus Software’s Strategic Portfolio
Management Solution, and its use in addressing five common scenarios. It will provide
you with the foundational knowledge required to understand the purpose of strategic
portfolio management (SPM), and how it fits with iServer, related modules and Microsoft
Power BI.

